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Title word cross-reference

5 × 7 [MBG77].

/ [Ano80].

100-font [BN94]. 106 [FN85a, FN85b]. 1130 [IBM67]. 14th [Ano93a]. 15th [GR94].

[ZD91]. 2R [Sey66]. 30th [WH86a]. 3rd [Ano92].

4th [HAB98].

66-2R [Sey66].

7-10 [VC92]. 76 [Car80]. 7th
[HAB98, Zla92].

[Dun80]. 8400 [Lev84].

'92 [VC92]. '95 [Lev95]. 9541 [SBSG89].

'98 [HAB98].

= [Can93, ICC65a, MB96].

ABC [Lin82]. ABCs [Col89]. ABP [Lip78].
Abstract [Bro69]. academic [Wal82].
acceptance [Gul62]. Access
...
[Mar83]. Chicago
SIG82, Ano82a, Ano93c, Ano03]. child
FM94]. Chinese
[Mar83]. Chinese
Lun99, Ano83b, Ano96b, Ano96f, BS96, CH85, IBC87, LZ86, Lin95, MPZ95, RRLG83, TC92, Ume82, UM85, WH95]. Chinese/Japanese
IBC87].
Chinese
Lun99, Ano83b, Ano96b, Ano96f, BS96, CH85, IBC87, LZ86, Lin95, MPZ95, RRLG83, TC92, Ume82, UM85, WH95]. Chinese/Japanese
IBC87]. chip
Ano96f]. Choosing
PK82]. Chronicle
Zap07a]. Chronik
Zap07b]. chronology
Wal88]. Church
Hus76]. CICERO
AC79]. Circuit
Boa84, Pad87]. circuits
Sim87]. circular
AAP94]. CIS
Com64]. Civil
Par75, Int06]. CJKV
Lun99]. Clark
ZD91]. Class
Ano93b, SO94]. Classic
BHH99]. Classical
ZD91]. Classification
ELS94, LCO94]. classifier
BN94, CDV95]. Classifiers
SV73]. Classroom
Clo80]. Claude
Ber23]. clichage
Sta71b, Sta71a]. Closer
BDH94, BH99, BDH02]. Club
WW03]. cluster
UB95]. cockpit
UB95]. code
Lev87, Lin95]. Coded
TKE83]. codes
Aus88]. Coding
Kor75]. Cold
Gra75, Kro67, Jac74, Rob72]. Collines
Sch95]. collation
BMD87]. collection
CIS67]. Columbus
Col30]. Column
Ano85b]. Command
Ano86]. commands
Com83]. comments
AA89]. Commercial
Dun80, Gul62, Sey82]. commerciale
Sta71b, Sta71a]. Committee
WT28, WT26]. Common
Cra87a]. commonly
Fos76]. Communication
CDM02, Pod84, IEE93, MB96]. Communications
Her78a, Her78b, Mor87]. Como
Luc85]. Comp
Gra75]. Companion
GRM97]. Company
Ano31, Ber23, Col30, Rom14]. Comparative
Tay16, SZ91]. Comparison
MRT89, SV73, Gul62]. Comparisons
MBG77, LCO94]. Complete
Fel03, Har83, Lin82]. Completely
Ale92]. Complex
BKKW98, Woh98]. components
WH95]. composer
Gar73, Bro69]. composing
Lin30, Phi68, Ploxx]. Composition
Ale92, BE92, Com83, GS70, ICC65a, Lan71, Mac75, MNM79, Par75, Rub88, Sha85, Bar87, Lan40, Ber75, Can93, Hen73, Hol84, Hus85b, Int06, KAT90, Kru07, Kun79, Lan49, LK95, MM73, Dnu94, Sta71b, Sta71a]. Compositors
Har91, BMD78, CBB87]. Comprehension
Cle82]. comprehensive
Fos76]. Compression
Ano86c, BHW83, IM82, SO94]. Compression/Decompression
Ano86c]. Compugraphics
Lev84]. Compugraphics-8400
Lev84]. Computation
Lev95]. Computational
Par93a]. Computer
AKWC82, AK73, Bar65, Ber67, CTC65, Cat83, Cle82, CW82, Dav69, Gel91, Gol69, Gra66, Gra69, Hah93, Her72, Her81, Kee80, Knu86d, Knu87a, Lan71, Le 88, LK77, Mar72, McS84, MC75, Neg88, Phl68, Pie71, Pow86, Rub88, Sac80, San82, Ser84, SPD72, Wag85, ZJ84, von67, All81, Ano98, BS88, Bee86, Com64, Com66, Com69, Car80, Dal80, FN87, Fri70, GB82, Hah91, Hen73, Hol84, CTC66, Int82, Int86, KRR85, MH70, Pub71, Rom75, Sip80, Sip82, Sip83, Com84, WH76, ZD91, Sey66, Uhu86, WH17]. Computer-aided
Gol69, SPD72, Fri70]. Computer-Based
Pow86]. computerisation
Hus95]. Computerized
Ano82b, AJ88b, AJ88a, AJ90, Bea77, CCT65, ICC65b, LB74, Met75, RRLG83, ST85, SDB88, CIS67, Nat87a, Nat87b, TH73]. Computerphile
Bra13a, Bra13b]. Computers
Ano91, Ghe87, Her67, Knu86e, Knu86f, Knu89a, SOE77, Win90]. Computing
Lab17, Lun99, Ano92]. COMTEXT
Car80]. Concept
Wri81]. concepts
Com00, FSS82]. concise
Wal88]. Conference
APL87, Ano75, Ano91, CIS67, CTC65, Dun80, For89, HAB98, CCT65, ICC65b, CTC66, LB95, Luc85, USE87, VC92, Zla92, vV88, SIG82, Ano92, Des86, SPD72].
Congress [Buc64, ICC65a, WH86a].
contemporary [Sha77]. Content [Bra09, Pow62]. Contents [EGL+97, VDM+93]. context [KH94].
Continued [Ano97, Hel99]. Continues [Eis88]. Continuity [FB85]. contour [NSA90]. contributions [Cus11, Ham75, WH76]. contributions [Cos86].
Control [Rac70, RS81, SP87, FZ93, Pos78]. controller [Nas94]. Controlling [Ser84]. conventions [NIS04]. Conversion [Ano96b, BDN83]. Converting [ZJ84].
corrections [Til52, Til55]. Corrosion [Boa84]. Cost [BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83, Pbn81, Sen88].
Cost-Effective [Pin81]. Costs [Mac75, Ano80, Le 88, MM73, Tay16].
Crashkurs [Kha00]. Create [Buy85]. creation [Buc64]. credited [Ber23].
Critical [BDH+94, BDH02, HM01].
crosswords [vdL92]. CRT [Gol69, Kim80, MR83, Pad87, Rac70, Rie81, THL80].
Cwpr [IBC87]. Cyber [Car80]. Cyber-76 [Car80]. Cyrillic [Str93].
daily [Dep72, May69, Ten76]. Dallas [APL87]. Data [All81, AKWC82, Ben88, IKM82, RS84, Buc64, CBT88, FZ93, LA84, LA85, Rom75, SO94]. Database [HYC82, ZJ84, Myh90]. Databases [Kim90].
Datasouth [Bry84]. d’Athènes [Mac96]. day [Ame30]. days [Str93]. DC [Lan71, CCT65, ICC65b, JSG78].
December [Ano92, Lan71, Ano96a]. Decisions [Wag85, Ros92a]. defects [UB95]. deformations [Par93a]. Deliver [RS81].
Delivery [Tui85]. demands [Ano94]. démocratisation [Ham75]. demonstration [Col30]. Denotational [Pin94].
department [Jac74, Wil37]. Description [Ges86, Fos81]. descriptions [CDV95].
Design [Ben85, BDH+94, BHH+99, BDH02, BCJR87, CDMO2, Hei99, Kadi11, Kim80, Kim93, Meg98, MMN79, MNN79, Miö96, NKO89, PRB87, Rub88, SOE77, SDB88, Tris99, Wag85, ZL87, ZA87, Cos86, Cus11, Gho84, Gou78, Hal80, Hal81, Lab88, LLW95, LK95, Mas05, MR92a, MB96, Par93a, Par93b, Ros92a, Som90, Sou95, Tho77, Tho96, Uni78, Pbn80].
Designer [Hel98, Miö96, PK02, TR02, MW05]. designers [Kel10, MB96]. Designing [CBM99, WH95]. designs [Gon78, Zap68, ZB72]. Desk [Nat86].
Desk-top [Nat86]. Desktop [Ano96c, Cis87, Cra87b, FN87, Gell91, Mor87, WH17, YKT90, Bee86, Cra87a, Kle87, Kle90, Nbl88, Ser88, GK00].
Desktop-publishing [GK00]. details [Har83]. Detection [MC75]. Deutsche [BN85]. develop [Rom76]. developed [Ano96f]. Development [Ano83b, SP87, Wag85, Hus73, Hus85b, She50].
Developments [Zap07a, Hol84, Wal88]. Device [Bro85, IBC87, Wat84].
Device-Independent [Bro85, IBC87]. dformat [Ben88]. Diagnostics [EM84].
diagram [Ros92a]. Diagrams

Digiset [Zey74]. Digital [BL84]. Dierence [Ploxx, Pap91]. Different [Ale92, WT28, Zap68, Zap70, ZB72].


ditro [AB89, BD87, Pow90, BD88, Guyxx]. diversions [WBS82]. Division [Sam82]. Do [Bry84, Cle82, Clo80]. Do-It-All [Bry84].

Document [BW82, BW84, FSS82, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, NCNS82, S094, Sey82, SP87, Sri93, Tuli85, VC92, VP94, vV88, ANP81, But94, CHM00, Bee88b, KL82, KH96, Kin93, Lam86, McC88, WBS82, Won90].

Document-Preparation [BW82]. Documentary [Fle88]. Documentation [CW82, HYC82, Luc85, MPP81, Mar72, Des86].

Documents [BKK98, GRM97, Hah93, TCLM82, Woh98, AB89, ACG94, Bea77, Hah91, Uni85a]. does [Ber00].

Dokumenteneditor [Sch86a]. dominate [Ben95]. Doors [Dun83]. Dot [BM87, DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, Lj90, Niz90, UB95].

Dot-Matrix [DiV84, LBS85, UB95]. dot/ millimeter [LJ90]. Down [Bor96].


Edit-insertion [MH70]. edit/insert [TH73]. Editing [Cl64, Kas72, LB74, Mas84, SOE77, Ran86, Com79]. Editor [Wal87, ANP81].

editorial [Swa71, Swa79, Swa86, Swa98]. Editors [Dod97, CBB87, Mc88]. Education [Hel98, FM94, LB95]. effect [BS92, Pow62, Ran86, WT28]. Effective [Gar73, Pin81, Pod84]. effectiveness [FZ93].

Effects [AMS83]. Effektivnosti [RF77]. Efficiency [RF77, WT26, WT33]. Efficient [Ghe87, IKM82, KB86, TC92]. efficiently [Lin39]. Einfuehrung [Sch68b]. Electric [Lab17]. Electronic [Ber75, Ber82, Bor85, Cle82, Clo80, Dn80, GS70, HAB98, Hol84, Mar87, Pie71, SP87, VC92, Wal84, Zey74, vV88, Kan87, Nat87a, Nat87b].

electrotyping [Fos81]. Element [WH86b]. Elements [Bri02, Int06, LK95].

eleven [Kel10].

embedded [CK88, KKM+93, KKM+94]. employed [Ste19]. Encoding [PS84, SP87].

encyclopaedia [GMZZ94]. Encyclopedia [Sha77]. End [RS85, GSM93]. enduring [FM94].

engineer [PEE58]. Engineering [CIS67, Kad11]. Engineers [Par75].

English [RPP96, BL84, Bi82, Cry15, Int06, Ock71, Ock75]. engraving [Fos81].

engravings [Har83]. Enhancement [Bra99]. enjoy [Buh80, Buh81].

Entwicklung [Zap07b]. enunciated [Hus76]. Environment


labels [SB93]. labours [Bux88]. Lamp [RF77]. Lamps [RF77]. Language [Ben88, BK90, WS87, Pad87, SW92, BK86, CK88, Gau84, Ing91, Ker81, Ker82a, Ker82b, Pul94, Van81a, Van80, Van81b, WBS82]. languages [Zap68, Zap70, ZB72]. Large [Buy89, GL84, KM87, WH86b, Smi89].


Law [Bor96, Hus76]. Laying [Bor96]. Layout [Kha00, SDB88, Ben95, Knu91c, Kro67]. Lead [RF77, Smi17]. loaded [Tay16].


Makeup [KV89]. Making [Cry15, EHL+97, Mar83, Ste19]. making-up [Ste19]. Malo [HAB98]. man [Phi68]. man-machine [Phi68]. management [Rom75]. Manifesto [Sie86]. Manipulation [Abr81, VC92, Lab88, vV88]. Manual [Ano82a, Ano93c, Ano93, BK90, BF10, Dod97, Fel03, Gos90, Her78a, Her78b, Lab84, AC79, Ano90a, Bee86, Col62, Col83, Ker82a, MW05, MB96, Ros92b, Uni85b, Zap68, ZB72].

processing/typesetting [LA84, LA85]. Processor
[Lab84, Ike95, KKM+93, KKM+94]. Producing [Pin81, Wil89]. Product
[Pap89]. Production [Dun80, Gra86, HYC82, PP’30, Bra84, GSKM92, Mas05, Ten76]. productivity
[Gel91]. professionell [Gor01]. profits [Pos78]. Program
[Ano86h, BJK87, Gel91, Ock71, Knu86g, Knu86b, Knu87b, Knu88, Knu91a, Knu92, Knu93a, Sew89, Thi91, TH73, dG99, LK93]. Programmed [Ano86b]. Programming [Her69, Her71, Bir86, Knu84, Sew89]. programs [Guyxx, MH70]. Progress
[FT96, Mar72, FM94]. Project [EGL+97, Fis90]. projectors [MRK93]. promotions [Ge89]. proof
[Ano52, Til52, Til55]. proofreading
[Int06, Swa71, Swa86, Swa98]. propagataion [HYH89]. propagation [HYH91]. proposal [Ber00]. Proposals
[Roh74]. Prospects
[Ber82, Opp85, Bar65, Sey66]. Prosthesis
[GL84]. Providing [Ano85a]. Provisional
[GM83]. Psfig [BD87, BD88]. pt
[Sli81, Sli84]. Public [PRB87]. publication
[Bar71, MM73]. Publications
[Ben85, Gar80, Pin81, Ano93d]. publish
[Bar71]. published [Kra96]. Publisher
[Bar82, Gel89, Jan86]. publishers
[Ame30, Gu762, Mas05, McS84, Mun88]. Publishing
[Ano96c, Ber82, Bor85, Cis87, Dun80, Gos90, Gel91, Mar87, Met75, Mor87, Myh90, Rad77, Uh86, VC92, WH17, vV88, Ano82b, Bee86, CDFV12, CBT88, Cra77a, FN87, HAB98, Kle77, Kla90, Nat87a, Nat98b, Nat86, Neu88, Ser88, Vuc92, YKT90, GK00]. Pulling
[Dun80]. Pulse [FBJ90]. punctuation
[Cry15, Int06]. Punkt [Bau99]. Pursuit
[MR92b]. put [Ano80].

Quadratic [SV73]. quadratischer [SV73]. qualité [Can93]. Quality [Buy85, Can93, DiV84, MR92b, ST85, UKKS84, Ano96b, CDFV12, LB95, MP94, MR92a, SL67]. Quantitative [Tuf83]. Quantities
[Tuf87, ISO09]. quantizer [Ano96f]. Quark
[Ben95]. quarter [Wal84]. queuing
[Com84]. Quick [Ghe87]. Quietwriter
[Ano86g]. Quirky [Lun02]. quotations
[Zap70]. Qur’an [Har92]. Qwerty [Lun02].

Rabot [RF77]. Raster [HAB98, MB96]. Raster-Systeme [MB96]. rasterizing
[Kim80]. Raznogo [RF77]. Re [Bra09]. Re-typesetting [Bra90]. Read
[EM84, Kra96]. Read-Only [EM84]. readability [SB93, UBR90]. Reader
[UM85]. Readers [Har91, CBB87, Kir05]. Reading
[Cle82, BSS92, Pow62]. ready
[Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano98]. realities
[CIS67]. really [Lam93]. recipes [LU92].

Recognition
[AM86, Ano86e, CMM86, CK86, CW85, KB86, LK86, Rei66, Ste87, Tri69, Ume82, VP94, Wol86, All94, Ano96e, Ano96f, AAP94, AIDG95, EEN90, ELS94, FTBM96, HD88, KH96, KD94, Krt94, LO90, Lin95, LCO94, WW93]. recognizing
[FT96]. recommendations
[AJ90]. Reconsidered [BKKW96]. Record
[Ano75, Buc64, MH98, San99]. recorded
[Kra96]. REDUCE [ASW89]. Reduction
[Gar86]. Reference
[Hah93, ZJ84, Com83, Hah91, Lip78, Mac90]. reflected [Wil37]. Registers [Bra90]. rejecting
[WW93]. related
[Com64, Com66, Com69, Deu98, Wal93]. relation [WT26, WT33]. Relational
[Lin95]. relative [BMD87]. reliable [Buc80].
tablets [Mac96], tabulating [Int06]. Take
Zur85. talks [She50], tally [Mor73]. Tape
Bro69, Gar73. tariff [Sli81, Sli84]. TBFLP
Dew86, tbl [Bra84]. Teach [Phe89].
Teacher [Her78b, FM94]. tech
Int82, Int86, Thi91]. Technical
AK73, Ben85, Boe76, ICC65a, Jan86, LK77,
MPP81, May69, Mor89, Pod84, SH94,
SDB88, Wri81, Zap07a, ABO06, Bea77,
Edv94, IEE93, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Tay16].
Techniken [Deu98]. technique
Ham75, Kro67, Par93a]. Techniques
CKM86, CK86, Ano87b, Cla64, Deu98,
Jaq79, LCO94, Pla81, SL67, WH76].
Technischen [Ulu86]. technischer
Zap07b]. technological
Gib95]. Technology
BM87, LR94, Mas84, RS84, VC92, Ano87b,
Ano89b, Ano96d, Cos86, Deu98, DSS8, Eze87,
ISO09, Lab88, Mil12, Mor89, PHM80, Ran86].
Teil [Deu98]. Telecommunicating [Mye83].
Teleprinter [TA82]. tells
Ros15]. temporal
MRK93]. ten [McC88]. Tenth
SIG82]. Terminal [GL84]. Terminology
Wal81, Wal83]. Terms [EAE+94, EAE+96,
Ano83a, Com64, Com66, Com69, Fos76,
Goo82, Nat87a, Nat87b, Deu94]. Terrestrial
Her79]. testing [FZ93]. TEX [Des86].
\TeX\-embedded [CK88]. \TeX\-REDUCE
ASW89]. \TeX\-Texten [SS86]. \TeX\ /\LaTeX
Fuj94, HO87, Haa86]. Texas [APL87].
\TeX\book [Knu86c, Knu89b, Knu90,
Knu93b, Knu94]. \TeX\Xnical
Myh90]. \TeX\Xnology [Pap89]. Text
Abi88, Abr81, AK73, BF80, BR87, BDN83,
Blu66, CW85, DOS7, Dun80, FC77, Fuj94,
GW85, GB82, HO87, KV89, LB74, MNM79,
Noo83, PR887, RRLG83, Sac80, Sam82,
SDB88, Com79, ZA87, AA89, Ano86i, Chr87,
EEN90, Haa86, Hod88, Int07, Niz90, San95,
Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Tay16]. Text-Editing
LB74]. Text-Graphic [SDB88]. Textbook
ZJ84]. Texte [SS86]. Texten
SS86, Roe85, ICC65a]. textes [ICC65a].

Texts [AM86, HM01, Kee80, Kin02, FF93].
TEXTURES [Ano87c, Knu91c, Ale92].
Textverarbeitung [ZK88].
Textverarbeitungsumgebung [App86].
Thai [Str93], their [Am75, Am94].
theological [Won86a]. theory [LBJ95].
there [Tow15]. thermal [FBJ90, LJ90].
Things [Cle82, PK02]. third [Won86a].
those [Wil31]. three [MB96, Pow62]. tight
Eis90]. Tillotsons [Ano52, Til55]. time
dG99]. Timetable [SOE77]. tipografia
BF10]. tipografico [BF10]. title
Int06]. VDM+93]. title-page [Int06]. Today
Haa68, Lab88, Mye84b]. Together
Dun80, BMD87]. tokens [FM94].
tolerances [MRK93]. tool [UB95]. tools
Ano87b, Wil31]. top [Nat86]. Topography
Doy93]. Total [Wri81]. Touch
HFW+96, Kle78]. Tour [Mo93]. Tpsnew
Pwo90]. Track [Kir16]. trade
Phe61, Sta71b, Sta71a, Sli81, Sli84].
tradeoffs [Son90]. Train [SOE77, Jac74].
Training [Gel91, Ben20, LBJ95].
Transformational [Bir86]. transition
APL87]. translation [AAP94].
Transporting [Hay87]. traps [WBS82].
Trend [Wil37]. Tribute [Fri83]. Troff
EP87, GL88, Dic87, Ker82c, IBC87, Bra84].
Troy [Lop94]. True [Her95]. TSUS
Sli81, Sli84]. Tube [Kim80]. tuned
HBBC95, Ho93]. TURES [KS87].
Tutorial [BK90, Hah93, Hah91, Lev87]. TV
MRK93]. twentieth
Kel10, Sou05, McG86, McG93]. Two
GW85]. Two-Level [GW85]. Type
Ann75, Am94, BH02, Col30, CBM99,
Deu98, Fel03, HM01, Lab84, Lab88, Lie77,
Rub88, SG74, SG93, Swa71. Swa79, Swa86,
Swa89, Til92, TCLM82, Tri69, Wil54, Wag85,
Whi87, Wie65, Amc30, Ano52, Bur61, Bil82,
Col89, Cus11, Gho84, Gou78, Kro67, Lan49,
Lan88, MH98, Mor89, Par93b, RPP96,
San99, She50, Sou05, Ste19, WH76, WW03].
Type-setting [Wie65]. typeface
Typefaces
[NIS98, BS96, Knu86d, Knu87a, Lie77, Lin82, McG86, McG93].
Types [Dow97, Lan40, Ber21, Ber23, Kel11, Mor73, Zap70].

Typen
[RPP96].

Types
[Dow97, Lan40, Ber21, Ber23, Kel11, Mor73, Zap70].

Typeset
[Lab84, FTBM96, FT96, Kra96, McC88, Ros82a, San95, Pow90, Uni85b].

Typesetters
[BK13, Ker82c, Lab17].

Typesetting
[BBK13, Ker82c, Lab17].

Typewriter
[MM73, Rom86a, Rom86b].

Typewriters
[Gar67].

Typographical
[MC75, Wal81, Wal83, Hus84, Hah91, Hal80, Hal81].

Typographic
[BCJR87, Bri02, CDM02, FC77, Her70, Her71, LR94, MW17, Ame30, PAL16, Phi68, SL67, Zap70].

Typography
[Hen73].

Typographical-quality
[SL67].

Typographic
[BCJR87, Bri02, CDM02, FC77, Her70, Her71, LR94, MW17, Ame30, PAL16, Phi68, SL67, Zap70].

Typographical-quality
[SL67].
ZB72]. **typographicum** [Zap54, Zap68, Zap70, ZB72]. **Typographie** [Aic84, Aic89, Gor01, GK00, Zap68, ZB72, And05, Ham75]. **typographique** [BF10, PAL16]. **typographische** [Bau99, Zap68, ZB72]. **Typography** [BH02, BD83, Bor96, Car02, CBB99, Fel03, HM01, Her69, Her72, Her81, Her95, Her78a, Her78b, Jur02, Kei83, Kin02, Knu99, Lab17, Lab88, LK93, MR92b, Rub88, SZ91, Sin98, Typ02, VC92, Zap68, ZB72, And05, Anoxx, Ber00, BF10, Bry96, Com00, Dun83, Fre90, Gou79, HAB98, Kra01, MW05, Nat87, Nat87b, PHM80, Smi17, Wil37, ZD91, vV88, WW03]. **Typomania** [Wal93]. **Typophiles** [Gou78]. **TYPSET** [Dal80]. **U.K** [Dav69]. **UCSB** [Com79]. **UK** [DS83]. **ultimative** [Poh15]. **Umgang** [WF99]. **Unbound** [Hoe98]. **Understanding** [Hel09, Kle76]. **Unit** [NIS04]. **Units** [Ano14, HYH89, HYH91, IS009]. **Univ** [DS83]. **University** [For89, CTC66, Gul62, CTC65, CBB87, Har91, Ten76]. **UNIX** [BR87, Chr87, DO87, EP87, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, IBC87, KLL8, KLM90, Srb93, Tu83, Com79]. **Unjustified** [Kin02, Reh78]. **up/audio** [Tex84]. **upheaval** [Wal84]. **Upon** [AMS83]. **USA** [ICC65b, USE87]. **Use** [IBC87, Met75, Sie86, Zur85, Gul62, Int07, Par93a, She50]. **used** [Fos76, ISO99, Lan49, Lin82, Ros92a]. **User** [SIG82, Ano87c, BK90, Dal80, Ham68, Ano87a, KS87, KC87, Ker82a, Laim0, Mye83, Mye84a, Ros92b, Uni85b]. **Users** [PRB87, Ano86i, Int82, Int86]. **Uses** [ILL88]. **Using** [ACC94, BCJR87, CW85, CBT88, Fow73, Gau84, Hal93, KB86, SV73, SH94, WW93, Wri83, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano98, AIDG95, Bra84, Car80, CBB93, Con88, CDV95, Die87, Hal91, How86, KH94, Lab88, Lag95, LLW95, MP94, Pow90, SO94, Com79, WH95]. **USP** [ZJ84].

v [RF77, Lop94]. **Vacation** [BBK13, CTK80]. **vade** [Lip99]. **Valley** [Lan71]. **Vapor** [Boa96]. **Variable** [Ano85c, Rei66]. **Variable-Width** [Ano85c]. **varied** [SB93]. **varies** [HYH91]. **variety** [Co30, HFW+96]. **Various** [Guyxx, RF77, She50]. **Vax** [Ano87a]. **Vein** [Ale92]. **Ventura** [Wol89]. **Vergangenheit** [Zap68, ZB72]. **Vergleich** [SV73]. **Verschiedenen** [Zap68, ZB72]. **Version** [Ano86f, Spi80]. **Versions** [Ben95]. **Versprechen** [Wol86a]. **versus** [MRK93]. **vertical** [Int06]. **verwandte** [Deu98]. **via** [vdL92]. **video** [RS81]. **Vietnamese** [Lun99]. **View** [Car02, Doo89, Gil89, Opp85, AIP88, Jan86, Mor89]. **viewed** [YKT90]. **Viewing** [BW84]. **Viewpoint** [Ham68]. **Vinyas** [Par93b]. **Virtual** [GL84, Gou78]. **Visible** [Le 88]. **Visual** [Tuf83, Tu87, KH94, MB06]. **visual/guide** [Tex84]. **Visually** [Ben85, GL84]. **visuelle** [MB96]. **vital** [CL85]. **VMS** [Ano87a]. **Vol** [GL88]. **Volume** [Dun80]. **Volumes** [AKWC82, All81]. **Vorbeireitung** [Man87]. **VOS3** [Hay87]. **vowels** [Lag92b]. **VTEx** [Cas91].
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